Sub: CHSS Rules - Clarifications regarding

References have been received in the Department inter alia for amendment to the following CHSS rules.

(i) To widen the family definition on par with CGHS.
(ii) No additional contribution for more than 2 children.
(iii) To remove the age limit for Dependent unmarried daughters.
(iv) Facilities for Dependent divorced/Abandoned/Separated/Widowed Sisters.
(v) Facilities for Dependent and minor Brother.
(vi) Facilities for Dependent Children of widowed/separated daughters.
(vii) Parents Staying away from prime beneficiary and dependency criteria.
(viii) Dependency criteria for children.
(ix) Family members residing away from the prime beneficiary (at the place other than old/new headquarter).
(x) CHSS facilities to Parents-in-law.
(xi) Conversion of 10 years contribution (already paid) by retired employees as equal to life-time membership.
(xii) Revision of reimbursement charges for hiring “Hearse”.
(xiii) Enhancing the list of artificial appliances in line with CGHS.

2. The above points have been considered in the Department and decided to maintain status-quo in respect of all the above points.

3. Pending cases in respect of above issues may be disposed of accordingly.

4. Decision in respect of other issues will be communicated separately.
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